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LZM  Patent  Office 
10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 Singapore 329949 

Websites http://www.ycec.com & www.ycec.net  
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 62585636  Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg 

Respectable  
Viceroy of Belize 
Sir Colville Norma Young 
 

Dear Sir; 
 

The opening ceremony of Olympic Games will be in Beijing next week, after since my letter 
was sent to respected Your Excellency and heads of every countries which pass through Hong Kong 
consulate of every countries on May.08, 2008, the Sudan-policy and Tibet-inciden’s happenings 
which was no longer the subject of discussing of whether to attend the opening ceremony! 

 
Just after May.09, 2008, I have seen that the Phoenix Satellite TV of “center kingdom” of 

China has a TV news of special column which publicly shows a EU’s official that he was not 
prepared to attend the open ceremony of Olympic Games due to different values. I think, the 
different values just right my exposed of letter above date of May.08, 2008 that why the China Gov. 
must to beseech Government of every countries to assist to conceal my medicine invent and at all 
costs. 

In fact, from the nature and motive that conceal rescue-life’s medicine invention is similar to 
slaughter life in war, if the Hague UN Tribunal is justice, it must step in hearing on this case and to 
find out the history-sinner!   

As well as above my exposed of letter about my wife’s assets have already been frozen in a 
different form by Hong Kong Government and then I was to ask economic aid from international 
society for study fees of my three children, my letter was to arise from further blame and retaliated 
in the dark to control by Hong Kong Government.    For instance, the person of HK Gov. who then 
was in my a case of High Court which to find a Charging Order of illegal and prescribed four year, 
but the person of HK Gov. who as if one had got an invaluable treasure to used for Charging in my 
wife’s house property and to command a judge to sign a illegal sell-building order furthermore to 
close entrance of Court of Appeal for me on this month.  This is the Fascism act of Hong Kong 
Government, please allow your Chinese secretary to look-through this website of 
http://www.ycec.net/court-rob.htm and to make a report for you.  

 
The HK Gov.’s illegal act of above-mentioned which really not alone being, the Cardinal Zen, 

Ze-Kiun Joseph SDB of Hong Kong Catholicism who had an oration on May.28, 2008 too, He said 
that the China Government’s governance technique in Hong Kong that was truth to make for 
Fascism dictatorship also. 

 
For instance, please to link the http://www.ycec.com/Jzm-hk.htm, China Government is does 

not to permit to accusation nation chairman.  What the Hong Kong Government then?  The High 
Court even though to allow to register to take sb. to court for HK Chief Executive Donald TSANG 
Yam-kuen, but a judge of High Court should be to confound right and wrong to order the defendant 
of HK Chief Executive Donald TSANG Yam-kuen who need not to a plea, after that, the judge to be 
sure to on behalf of the defendant Donald TSANG Yam-kuen with plaintiff to argue the reason of 
lawsuit and to quash this indictment and order plaintiff to pay a costs of huge sum to retaliate, 
please to link the http://www.ycec.com/Prosecuted-TYQ.htm  This to explain that the HK’s 
judiciary was complete metamorphosis now! 
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In the actuality, my all relative, old schoolmates, teachers and business friends whom were in 
fear and refuse contact, I was life in a white terror now, …all about this, except for satisfied the 
dictatorial-personality of the “center king” of cover up which no any rationality to word now, if 
allow a huge China was continue to conceal our medicine invent that was to be the same as to urge 
China Gov. overall to way the autocratic autarchy, this for the human civilization will a fearful 
fountainhead!   
 

There are the things fortuitously, after my letter sends out a few days, the Sichuan 
earthquake erupted, Chinese Government unfolded its heart to the international community and 
require international social to identification the Chinese Government was a reasonable Government 
and require all leader of every country together attend the opening ceremony of Olympic 
Games!  Those orphan of thousand more who was to merit sympathy true, in spite of Chinese 
Government no to make public the bird's eye view of large-area disaster to show the serious-extent 
up to now, but the contribution from all circles is up to more than 50 billion RMB, this is to pay 
back for a heart Government!  

 
Above-mentioned is a very simple reason and values, I believe Chinese Government’s heart is 

sincere too!  So I hope all those attending the Beijing opening ceremony of Olympic Games of 
head of state will pass on the above two letters to the Chinese leader and urge Chinese Government 
take out equal love does not conceal our medicine invention and judicature-persecute inventor again! 
Because the consequence of conceal it will to lead those orphan of bird flu, pulmonary tuberculosis 
etc lung disease patients more than above Sichuan-orphan, is it possible those orphan should not 
pitiful? 

 
Bush and Japanese prime minister announce that by attending Beijing Olympics opening 

ceremony they hope to improve human rights in China. I hope that they mean what they say.  In 
the conclusion, I benediction that not to mind dissimilar value that all the attend Beijing opening 
ceremony of Olympic Games of head of state or delegation to have a cheerful journey! 

 
Thank you! 

 
Yours faithfully, 
 

 
Lin Zhen-Man 
Aug.01, 2008 
10 Ava Road Ava Tower # 19-07 Singapore 329949  
Tel: 65 63533647 Fax: 65 62585636  Email: lzmyc@singnet.com.sg 
 

 
 


